3rd Global Science Film Festival (Short Film Edition)

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Friday 6 November (Toni Cinema ZHdK)

16:00 Scientists-as-Filmmakers (Science Film-making Marathon) Slot I
- Economy is Care (Animation, 2020, 6 min)
- The Beauty (Animation, 2020, 4 min)
- The Lonely Orbit (Animation, 2019, 9 min)
- Bottom Up (Documentary, 2019, 4 min)
- In the Eye of the Beholder (Documentary, 2019, 8 min)
- Humanitarian Aid for Refugees with Disabilities in Uganda (Animation, 2020, 4 min)
- Changing Beliefs about Stress (Animation, 2020, 7 min)

19:00 Opening Ceremony

Scientists-as-Filmmakers (Science Film-making Marathon) Slot II
- Genesis 2.0 (Documentary, 2018, 112 min)

Saturday 7 November (Toni Cinema ZHdK)

13:30 Scientists-as-Filmmakers (Science Film-making Marathon) Slot III
- NeoTouch (Fiction, 2018, 9 min)
- Zombie TV (Animation, 2020, 12 min)
- Brothers Again (Fiction, 2019, 11 min)
- Time Machinery (Fiction, 2018, 6 min)
- The Calathea Crisis (Fiction, 2020, 7 min)
- Over the River (Animation, 2020, 3 min)
- Conservation around Fregate Island (Documentary, 2020, 6 min)
- Digital Transformation (Documentary, to be released in 2022, 9 min excerpts)

16:30 Scientists-as-Filmmakers (Science Film-making Marathon) Slot IV
- Paradise War-The Story of Bruno Manser (Fiction, 2019, 142 min)

20:00 Award Ceremony (in dedication to Konrad Steffen)

Scientists-as-Filmmakers (Science Film-making Marathon) Slot V
- SILA and the Gatekeepers of the Arctic (Documentary, 2015, 70 min)

All film screenings are followed by short Q&A with the filmmakers.